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(Channeling begins) 
 

 
 
Djwhal Khul here. Tashi Delek. 
 
Alright then. We have for our first New Moon of the calendar year marking Chinese New Year, the 
year of the Dragon. The color is black, the element is water and of course Dragon is fire, but we’re 
technically still working with the wood element so it makes 2012 very interesting in terms of those 
cycles.  
 
We are going to do a full Teleseminar on Monday 23 to really maximize the use of this particular 
energy, if you are interested in that.  
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And in the meantime I’ll say that one of the things that is happening is that psychic activity is 
increasing very, very rapidly as a matter of fact, so I would be cautious regarding thoughts, 
projections you might have towards others, practice kindness within yourself and toward all others.  
 
It is very, very important because there is really a kind of psychic warfare. And as we get to, of 
course the Sun will enter Aquarius, as we get to January 25, we have the Moon moving into Pisces, 
adding more psychic power there. And that Moon generally stays in one sign for 2 or 3 days.  
 
So we’re looking at some very interesting things. Let me see how I can… I am just surveying the 
group of world servers.  
 
I’d say the thing to focus on most would be slow down, take your time, eliminate unnecessary 
tasks or delay them until later unless it’s going to cause harm to delay them. But basically the 
message is slow down: going too fast causes accidents or ill health. The body just won’t 
accommodate it right now.  
 
So EnJoy the New Year. Have fun with your spiritual resolutions.  
 
And as always, thank you and my love to you,  
 
Djwhal Khul 
 
Channeled by Rev. Terri Newlon 
www.TerriNewlon.com  
 
(Spirituality Article, Transcribed by Micheline Ralet) 
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